BVN with Jasmax Makes 3.5 Million
Combinations Workable in Minutes
with Ideate BIMLink for Revit

Studies in Success

Solution Toolkit: Autodesk Revit Architecture, Ideate BIMLink,
Microsoft Excel
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Company
BVN Architecture of Australia is a collaborative practice widely acknowledged for both creative
and award winning design. The new environments that BVN creates address the needs of
people and their processes, and articulate their entire realm of culture.
Jasmax, New Zealand’s largest architectural practice, specialises not only in Architecture, but
also Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, Urban Planning and Workplace Strategy and
Engagement. The firm’s purpose or ‘reason for existence’ is to create and develop inspirational
ideas and design solutions for the environments in which people live, work and play.
On a project-by-project basis, Jasmax and BVN frequently operate in strategic partnership.
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Summary
One such project in partnership for BVN with Jasmax is the new seven story ASB North Wharf
building in Auckland, New Zealand. The sun-soaked northern facade presented a design challenge. Specifically designed northern sun screens would need to shade the façade to maximize
the efficiency of the façade and minimize the need for mechanical systems.
The sun screens were designed to reflect daylight onto the ceilings of the northern façade
and importantly for the wellness of the people inside, considerably reduce glare and therefore
reduce eye strain. The urban design imperative to create diversity, visual complexity and tactility
underpins these solar shading solutions. The urban desire to create a composition of irregular
and smaller scaled building forms is achieved by the diverse expressions wrought by the solar
shading devices.
Randomization of a pattern on a grand scale would be the key to achieving the goals. Ideate,
Inc. customer BVN/Jasmax had responsibility for creating the Revit file and utilization documentation. By using Ideate BIMLink, BVN/Jasmax was able to manipulate, manage and harness the
large volumes of data required for randomization, an endeavor that would have been next to
impossible before the advent of Ideate BIMLink for Revit.

The Challenge
To be compliant with building code regulations in Auckland, entire building facades must be
shaded to specified values. The ASB North Wharf building would be no exception. An imaginative facade composed of an elaborate array of diamond-shaped panels would reduce heat in
the building to specifications and provide a dramatic architectural design element, provided the
panels could be randomized. Without randomization, the aesthetics would be unachievable.
The facade’s massive size complicated matters. Spanning about 60 meters, the building would
stand seven stories high. A grid of steel cables would form 884 diamond shaped facade segments. Each segment would be comprised of five panels to form 4420 distinctive leaf shapes.
But the count of 4420 was only the start.
Mix it Up in 3.5 Million Ways
Angular blades would make up the diamond-shaped panels. Blades of varying length and colour
are both perforated and non-perforated. Additionally, a rotation factor would be included as well.
With dozens of individual possibilities for permutation with each single blade, the goal was to
have, as Michelle Leonard, Jasmax Associate – BIM Specialist says, “No double-ups.” The tally
of possible permutations devoid of any repetition: about 3.5 million.
When the Jasmax team reviewed the design, the team response to Leonard and to Melanie
Tristram, Jasmax Associate – Revit Manager was, “We have no idea how we are going to
construct this in Revit. It is going to take so, so long.”
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The Solution
BVN with Jasmax had already engaged in a much smaller scale project with some similar properties. In the firm’s quest for a solution, they had made online queries with Ideate and, seeing
the possibilities contained within Ideate BIMLink, they had downloaded the trial version. After
experiencing success with the limited Ideate BIMLink trial and further consultation with Ideate
Director of Software Development, Glynnis Patterson, Jasmax became one of the early adopters of stand-alone Ideate BIMLink. According to Leonard, “At that time, we were only becoming
aware of Ideate. We did not yet know we had a Pacific Rim resource for Ideate developed solutions with Daniel Smith of AEC Systems.”
Leonard explains, “The next step was to have one important BVN/Jasmax team member, Senior
Architect Michael Middlebrook, go to work. Michael is our Excel guru. He wrote a script using
an Excel capability that can generate random variables. With Ideate BIMLink, we could then pull
data from the Revit file, have Excel arrange and manipulate the blade interactions we wanted to
see, and then push the data back into Revit. The work Michael did with BIMLink let us see how
the blades across the facade would appear. It took minutes instead of days.”

Conclusion
Tristram says of the use case, “The time saving represents more than the hours we did not have
to spend. No one, certainly not our Revit users, wants their valuable time caught up in days of
data entry. That process is unsatisfying and it is open to error. Ideate BIMLink improved our
efficiency and accuracy.”
“Ideate BIMLink allowed us harness the data on each individual blade and visualize how it would
or could interact with every other one,” explains Leonard. “On each and every occasion that we
wanted to explore a potential set of interactions, without BIMLink, we would have spent a day
and a half of tedium. With BIMLink, we achieved each exploration in about half an hour.”
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About the BVN/Jasmax Partnership

ASB North Wharf is the fourth building BVN has done in partnership with Jasmax. The partnership began
more than 10 years ago with C:Drive in Albany, followed by Sovereign House in Takapuna and the more
recent Air New Zealand Regional Terminal in Christchurch.
The arrangement for recent projects has included BVN as lead consultant with Jasmax as sub consultant.
BVN is the design principal with Jasmax providing local knowledge on New Zealand building practice and
Jasmax providing the documentation team to deliver the project.
On the ASB project, BVN relocated the project director to Auckland to lead the Jasmax documentation
team until project end. The firm has successfully integrated the fitout designed and documented in Sydney
with the base building documentation done in Auckland through a weekly Revit model exchange.

About Ideate, Inc.

Ideate, Inc. is a member of the Autodesk Developer Network (ADN) with 25+ years experience in software
development and specific focus on Building Information Modeling (BIM).
Ideate BIMLink lets users pull data from a Revit file into user-friendly Microsoft Excel and push Excel data
into Revit with equal ease. www.ideatesoftware.com/ideatebimlink
Ideate Explorer for Revit, is a simple, powerful Revit add-on to explore, quantify and manage the 100,000+
building elements in your Revit model. www.ideatesoftware.com/ideateexplorer
Ideate, Inc. is a leading Autodesk solutions provider, offering quality software, training, support and custom
consulting and 3D printing services to AEC professionals. Established in 1992 and headquartered in San
Francisco, California, Ideate is recognized as a Gold Partner for Architecture, Engineering and Construction, one of Autodesk’s highest levels of authorization. Ideate, Inc. operates Autodesk Authorized Training
Centers (ATC) as well as Autodesk Authorized Certification Centers in California, Oregon, and Washington,
providing globally recognized certification courses for professionals who sell, service and support Autodesk
products and solutions. For more information visit www. ideateinc.com
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